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Abstract: Work Queue is a powerful tool in interrupt-driven programming. But in Linux kernels of 2.6.35 and before, it con⁃
sumes a lot of kernel resources in that whenever a Work Queue is created, the same number of kernel threads as CPUs are creat⁃
ed. The efficiency to processing works in Work Queue is low due to strictly sequential processing. In order to adapt the hardware
platforms with large-scale multiprocessors and increase the processing efficiency, the Linux kernel of 2.6.36 developed Concur⁃
rency Managed Workqueue. With this new mechanism, the kernel creates and destroys the threads according to the processing re⁃
quirements, and works can be concurrently processed. The new Work Queue is hoped to replace the private thread tools that
had been used long time. The paper introduces and analyses this new mechanism in detail, and compares the resource consumes
and processing efficiency between the new and old mechanisms by experiments. The results show that the new mechanism of
Work Queue greatly reduces consumes of kernel resources and increases the processing efficiency.
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